Regulations of the International Draughts Composing Tourney "Anatoly Savchenko Memorial"
1. Objectives and Goals of the tourney:
1.1. The tourney is dedicated to the memory of the outstanding drauthts composer Anatoly
Savchenko.
2. Tourney conduct rules:
2.1. The tourney is held in accordance with the requirements of the International CPI FMJD Rules
for Russian drauthts.
The tourney is held in problems-64. The theme is free.
Obligatory conditions:
a) White to move and win;
b) without kings in the initial position;
c) the number of pieces in the initial position: 9x9, 9х10, 10х9, 9х11, 11х9, 10х10, 10х11, 11х10,
11x11. The problems must meet either the Rules of Master or the Rules Superior.
The tourney is open to all who wish to participate.
2.2. The tourney is held by correspondence from 01/05/2016 till 01/02/2017.
2.3. The participants may submit to the tourney not more than three compositions, made up in one
copy, with the indication of the full solution of each composition, and also the participant's name and
address.
2.4. Entries should be submitted not later than 01/08/2016 to any of the following addresses of the
tourney coordinators: Шклудов П.А., 211446 Беларусь, г.Новополоцк-6, а/я-4, shkludov@mail.ru
; Ивацко И. Д. Украина, До востребования, г.Винница-7, 21007, ivatsko@mail.ru
The entries submitted by email must contain the full information in accordance with 2.3. of these
Regulations. The coordinator who received entries by email acknowledges receipt.
2.5. Jury Members: R.Shayakhmetov, Y.Golikov (both from Russia), M.Levandovsky (Ukraine).
The judges may participate in the tourney, but in this case they do not evaluate their own entries.
Consulting Judge: A.Liahovsky (Belarus).
2.6. Acceptable entries:
2.6.1. New compositions.
2.6.2. The compositions published — either in the traditional mass media or on the Internet — after
01/01/2001.
2.6.3. Corrections of the compositions which received zero marks in the competitions held after
01/01/2001.
2.7. Not acceptable entries:
2.7.1. The compositions participating in other competitions.
2.7.2. The compositions which participated in other competitions and received there a non-zero
mark.
2.7.3. Joint compositions.
3. Winners' Determination:
3.1. After the elimination of compositions found to be ineligible (for reasons of anticipation, not
meeting the regulations, not meeting the Rules), every composition is awarded both a mark and a rank.
3.2. The final mark of a composition is the average of the total of the three judge's marks allocated
to it. In the case of a judge's composition — the average of the total of the two judge's marks allocated to
it.
3.3. The compositions will be ranked in accordence with the final marks received by them: from the
maximum to the minimum one, irrespective of the authorship.
4. Awarding:
4.1. The authors of the compositions ranked the first to third places will be awarded with diplomas
and prizes from the organizers — Galina Savchenko (Anatoly Savchenko's mother) and Ivan Ivatsko. The
participants ranked the first ten places will be awarded with a book by Anatoly Savchenko.
4.2. The Tourney Regulations are recognized by the CPI FMJD. In accordance with the CPI FMJD
Statutes, the tourney participants will be awarded — for the granting of International titles — Master
Points.

5. Announcements:
5.1. The tourney announcement will be placed on the website of the CPI ( http://cpi.fmjd.org/ ) and
on the forum «Планета» ( http://planet-ka.2x2forum.com/ ).
5.2. Provisional and final tourney results will be announced on the same websites.
6. Note:
In case of any differences in interpretations of the Russian and English versions of the Regulations,
the Russian one shall prevail.

